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The Undying Tower Simon
and Schuster
From the author of
Dogland, a dark new vision
of the future of genesplicing and artificial
intelligence Will Shetterly
has created a dark and
intriguing future for this
novel, a world of genetic
engineering and cloning
where human and animal
genes can be melded to
create chimeras, more
often referred to as
critters. These beings are
human, for all practical
purposes. They think, they
feel, they love, and they
dream. But they still have
some of the qualities of the
animals that they are bred
from. Most importantly,
they are not granted the
rights of humans. They are
property. Slavery has been

revived in America. But
adulthood that locks their body
there is also a movement
in the form of a preadolescent
for Abolition, for the
youth. When juveniles
granting of legal rights to
suddenly begin rapidly aging,
chimeras. Zoe Domingo is a the entire human population is
jaguar-woman, created to
set on a course of imminent
be a sex-slave. Instead, she
extinction. Building to a
became the property of an
abolitionist, and was freed, chilling climax, Dr. Ross and
though she remained as her his endocrinologist girlfriend
former owners companion. must find and rescue the one
remaining person who carries
But on a trip to Los
the genetic link for saving the
Angeles, Zoes mentor is
murdered under violent and human race... A mind-bending
mysterious circumstances, technothriller for fans of
and Zoe is accused of the
Michael Crichton, Robin Cook,
crime.
and Tess Gerritsen. "Best

Penguin
Remember when you said you
never wanted to grow up? Dr.
Richard Ross has discovered a
cure for aging. But it comes at
a price. Everyone who wants
eternal youth must undergo an
operation before passing into
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science fiction book of the
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More Books) Keywords:
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engineering science fiction,
utopian fiction
Dr. Franklin's Island Undying
Trilogy
"A gifted and thoughtful writer,
Metzl brings us to the frontiers
of biology and technology, and
reveals a world full of promise
and peril." — Siddhartha
Mukherjee MD, New York
Times bestselling author of The
Emperor of All Maladies and
The Gene Passionate,
provocative, and highly
illuminating, Hacking Darwin is
the must read book about the
future of our species for fans of
Homo Deus and The Gene.
After 3.8 billion years
humankind is about to start
evolving by new rules... From
leading geopolitical expert and
technology futurist Jamie Metzl
comes a groundbreaking
exploration of the many ways
genetic-engineering is shaking
the core foundations of our lives
— sex, war, love, and death. At
the dawn of the genetics
revolution, our DNA is
becoming as readable, writable,
and hackable as our information
technology. But as humanity
starts retooling our own genetic
code, the choices we make
today will be the difference
between realizing breathtaking
advances in human well-being
and descending into a
dangerous and potentially
deadly genetic arms race. Enter
the laboratories where scientists
are turning science fiction into
reality. Look towards a future
where our deepest beliefs,

morals, religions, and politics are unwittingly spreads his "gift" to
challenged like never before and others. "Seeds of a New Birth"
the very essence of what it means is a technological thriller with a
to be human is at play. When we hint of romance (and yes, even
can engineer our future children, sci-fi erotica) about a future
massively extend our lifespans, where the highly volatile
build life from scratch, and
formula of biogenetic
recreate the plant and animal
engineering coupled with
world, should we?
corporate and personal greed
Maximum Light Tordotcom threatens the course of human
A girl must rescue her
evolution and perhaps
scientist father before
mankind's very existence. Grab
humanity is lost.
your copy today.
When the Wind Blows VIZ
Gene Mapper Open Road
Media LLC
Media
Unlocking the Potential of the Eighteen-year-old Eli discovers a
shocking secret about his life and
Human Mind Scientific
his family while working for a
Breakthrough... Or a Really
Nobel Prize-winning scientist
Bad Idea? Research geneticist
whose specialty is genetic
and biogenetic engineer,
engineering.
Lionel Adams is onto
Amber Skies Baen Publishing
something hot --the key to
Enterprises
unlocking the vast reserves of “Redefines
the human mind. Everyone is ‘unputdownable.’” —Amie
interested in it. Bio Vita Tech, Kaufman, New York Times
the research lab he works for, is bestselling author of Iluminae “I
excited about the possibilities was thrilled. I was shocked.”
and the potential mega-profits. —NPR “Stunning twists and
turns.” —BCCB (starred review)
So are their foreign
competitors who are counting In this gripping debut novel,
seventeen-year-old Cat must use
on their inside man at Bio Vita
her gene-hacking skills to decode
to deliver Adam's secret into
her late father’s message
their hands. Everyone seems to concealing a vaccine to a
want a sample of Adam's
horrifying plague. Catarina
formula, except his college
Agatta is a hacker. She can
buddy, Flip MacDougal, who cripple mainframes and crash
makes a surprise visit to Bio
through firewalls, but that’s not
Vita to play a practical joke on what makes her special. In Cat’s
his old friend. Unfortunately, world, people are implanted with
it's Flip who ends up with the technology to recode their DNA,
allowing them to change their
sample. His world is turned
bodies in any way they want. And
upside down as he struggles
Cat happens to be a gene-hacking
and maneuvers his way
genius. That’s no surprise, since
through the trouble he has
Cat’s father is Dr. Lachlan
gotten himself into as he
Agatta, a legendary geneticist
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who may be the last hope for
genetics-the germline soldiers- Glorious Revolution. Big
defeating a plague that has
are the key to winning this war, mistake! The revolutionaries
brought humanity to the brink of but some inventions can't be un-are about to find out that
extinction. But during the
done. Some technologies can't recruiting a superman is
outbreak, Lachlan was kidnapped
be put back in the box. Kaz will definitely not a good idea....
by a shadowy organization called
change everything, not least
With an all new afterword by
Cartaxus, leaving Cat to survive
Oscar himself. Hooked on a
Tony Daniel. At the publisher's
the last two years on her own.
dangerous cocktail of
request, this title is sold without
When a Cartaxus soldier, Cole,
DRM (Digital Rights
arrives with news that her father adrenaline and drugs, Oscar
Management).
has been killed, Cat’s instincts doesn't find the war, the war
Darwin's Children Penn State
tell her it’s just another Cartaxus finds him.
The Genome Del Rey
Press
lie. But Cole also brings a
message: before Lachlan died, he Utopia has been achieved. For Behind the headlines on
managed to create a vaccine, and centuries, disease, hunger,
cloning--Dr. Robin Cook
Cole needs Cat’s help to release poverty and war have been
blends fact with fiction in one
it and save the human race. Now things found only in the
of his most terrifying
Cat must decide who she can
histories. And applied genetics bestsellers... Chromosome 6 is
trust: The soldier with secrets of
has given men and women the a prophetic thriller that
his own? The father who made
bodies of athletes and a
challenges the medical ethics of
her promise to hide from Cartaxus
lifespan of over a century.
genetic manipulation and
at all costs? In a world where
nature itself can be rewritten, how They should all have been very cloning in the jungles of
much can she even trust herself? happy.... But Hamilton Felix is equatorial Africa, where one

This Mortal Coil Forge Books
*SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY PRICE*
Germline (n.) the genetic
material contained in a cellular
lineage which can be passed to
the next generation. Also:
secret military program to
develop genetically engineered
super-soldiers (slang). War is
Oscar Wendell's ticket to
greatness. A reporter for The
Stars and Stripes, he has the
only one way pass to the front
lines of a brutal war over
natural resources buried
underneath the icy, mineral
rich mountains of Kazakhstan.
But war is nothing like he
expected. Heavily armored
soldiers battle genetically
engineered troops hundreds of
meters below the surface. The

bored. And he is the
culmination of a star line; each
of his last thirty ancestors
chosen for superior genes.
Hamilton is, as far as genetics
can produce one, the ultimate
man. And this ultimate man
can see no reason why the
human race should survive,
and has no intention of
continuing the pointless
comedy. However, Hamilton's
life is about to become less
boring. A secret cabal of
revolutionaries who find utopia
not just boring, but desperately
in need of leaders who know
just What Needs to be Done,
are planning to revolt and put
themselves in charge. Knowing
of Hamilton's disenchantment
with the modern world, they
have recruited him to join their
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mistake could bridge the gap
between man and ape--and
forever change the genetic map
of our existence...
Oryx and Crake Harper
Collins
In Mutation, Robin Cook's
masterpiece of techno-medical
suspense, Dr. Cook tells a story
as chilling and real as today's
headlines. On the forefront of
surrogate parenting and
genetic research, it is the
explosive tale of a brilliant
doctor who sought to create
the son of his dreams--and
invented a living nightmare...
The Genome War Tor Books
In a future where the most
popular sporting event is a bloody
gladiator competition that pits
genetically engineered life forms
in a fight to the death, Dr. Silas
Williams is the brilliant geneticist
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tasked with creating the U.S.
Reptilian create truly
the form of "biopunk", a
entrant. Desperate to win, his
domesticated dragons, Noah
subgenre evolved from the
superiors engage an experimental has a secret goal. With his
cyberpunk of the 1980s.
supercomputer to design a highly access to the company’s
Biopunk makes use of current
specialized killing machine, its
equipment and resources, Noah posthumanist conceptions in
genome never before seen on
plans to slip changes into the
order to criticize
earth. When the creature
dragons’
genetic
code,
demonstrates inexplicable
contemporary reality as
bending
the
company’s
strength, speed, and—most
already dystopian, warning
disquietingly—intelligence, Silas products to another purpose
entirely . . . At the publisher's that a future will only get
calls in Dr. Vidonia Jo?o, an
expert in extraterrestrial biology. request, this title is sold without worse, and that society needs
to reverse its path, or else
DRM (Digital Rights
As the contest approaches, the
destroy all life on this planet.
pair race to understand the horror Management). About Dan
Editing Humanity Simon and
wrought by the computer's cold Koboldt: ". . . very readable
Schuster
logic, and their scientific curiosity and highly enjoyable. . . .
soon gives way to sheer terror.
Characters that are more than #1 Amazon bestselling author
Nothing Human Courier
the sum of their parts, a world brings you the next installment in
the A Genetic Engineering PostCorporation
that has so much to offer, and a
Apocalyptic Science Fiction
BUILD-A-BEAR
story that races along apace . . . Thriller, book two.Survival is
WORKSHOP MEETS
” —SFF World on The World more than air and water when
JURASSIC PARK WHEN A Awakening
you're being hunted by the
NEWLY GRADUATED
Chimera J. R. McLeay
undead. Worst yet, when you
GENETIC ENGINEER
caused it. Willow ascends into
'Biopunk Dystopias'
GOES TO WORK FOR A
what she believes is an answer to
contends that we find
COMPANY THAT AIMS
prayer, leaving the harsh realities
TO PRODUCE CUSTOM- ourselves at a historical
of the world below behind her.
nexus, defined by the rise of But when she arrives onboard
MADE DRAGONS Noah
Parker, a newly minted Ph.D., biology as the driving force Proc 1, nothing is as it seems.
She's quickly indoctrinated into
is thrilled to land a dream job of scientific progress, a
at Reptilian Corp., the hottest strongly grown mainstream the system by her mysterious
rescuers, only to learn that she's
tech company in the American attention given to genetic
been promoted to Lead Physicist
Southwest. He’s eager to put engineering in the wake of
in the NAMOS program-BioTic
his genetic engineering
the Human Genome Project Corp's Top Secret protocol on
expertise to use designing new (1990-2003), the changing
genetic decomposition and
lines of Reptilian’s feature
sociological view of a liquid mutations. The name on file is
product: living, breathing
modern society, and shifting not her own, but someone else's.
dragons. Although highly
Cloaking herself in this new
discourses on the
specialized dragons have been
identity, she marvels at the
posthuman, including a
used for industrial purposes for
vastness and complexities of the
critical
posthumanism
that
years, Reptilian is desperate to
first floating civilization. Her
decenters
the
privileged
curiosity is cut short as her
crack the general retail market.
subject
of
humanism.
The
advanced training in molecular
By creating a dragon that can
cloning begins. This only drives
book argues that this
be the perfect family pet,
historical nexus produces a the knot deeper into the pit of her
Reptilian hopes to put a
dragon into every home. While specific cultural formation in stomach. It's only a matter of
time before she's discovered as an

Noah’s research may help
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imposter. The further she digs, the starving to death. He searches our species forever. Now Bear
harder it is to decipher the truth for supplies in a wasteland
continues his provocative tale of
from lies. SIND is not what
the human race confronted by an
where insects proliferate and
everyone believed it to be. The
uncertain future, where “survival
pigoons
and
wolvogs
ravage
new world government wasn't
of the fittest” takes on
the pleeblands, where
trying to save mankind; it was
astonishing and controversial new
attempting to control it by curing ordinary people once lived, dimensions. Eleven years have
death. There's just one problem; and the Compounds that
passed since SHEVA, an ancient
no one survived the treatments,
sheltered the extraordinary. retrovirus, was discovered in
until her. With a potential cure
human DNA—a retrovirus that
As he tries to piece together
pulsing through her veins, will
caused mutations in the human
what
has
taken
place,
the
Willow be able to stop the
genome and heralded the arrival
narrative
shifts
to
decades
impending apocalypse before she's
of a new wave of genetically
turned into SIND's next science earlier. How did everything enhanced humans. Now these
experiment? Find out in Amber fall apart so quickly? Why is changed children have reached
Skies.
he left with nothing but his adolescence . . . and face a world
The Human Blend Diapason haunting memories? Alone that is outraged about their very
existence. For these special youths,
Publishing
except for the green-eyed
possessed of remarkable, advanced
A stunning and provocative Children of Crake, who think
traits that mark a major turning
new novel by the
of him as a kind of monster, point in human development, are
internationally celebrated
also ticking time bombs harboring
he explores the answers to
author of The Blind
these questions in the double hosts of viruses that could
exterminate the “old” human
Assassin, winner of the
journey he takes - into his
race. Fear and hatred of the virus
Booker Prize. Margaret
own past, and back to
children have made them a
Atwood’s new novel is so Crake's high-tech bubblepersecuted underclass,
utterly compelling, so
dome, where the Paradice
quarantined by the government in
prescient, so relevant, so terri Project unfolded and the
special “schools,” targeted by
fyingly-all-too-likely-to-befederally sanctioned bounty
world came to grief. With
hunters, and demonized by
true, that readers may find breathtaking command of
hysterical segments of the
their view of the world
her shocking material, and population. But pockets of
forever changed after
with her customary sharp wit resistance have sprung up among
reading it. This is Margaret and dark humour, Atwood those opposed to treating the
Atwood at the absolute peak projects us into an outlandish children like dangerous
of her powers. For readers of yet wholly believable realm diseases—and who fear the worst
if the government’s draconian
Oryx and Crake, nothing
populated by characters who
measures are carried to their
will ever look the same
will continue to inhabit our extreme. Scientists Kaye Lang and
again. The narrator of
dreams long after the last
Mitch Rafelson are part of this
Atwood's riveting novel calls chapter.
small but determined minority.
himself Snowman. When the Beggars in Spain Macmillan
Once at the forefront of the
story opens, he is sleeping in Greg Bear’s Nebula
discovery and study of the
Award–winning novel,
SHEVA outbreak, they now live
a tree, wearing an old
Darwin’s
Radio,
painted
a
as virtual exiles in the Virginia
bedsheet, mourning the loss
chilling portrait of humankind on suburbs with their daughter,
of his beloved Oryx and his
the threshold of a radical leap in Stella—a bright, inquisitive virus
best friend Crake, and slowly evolution—one that would alter child who is quickly maturing,
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straining to break free of the
unconventional FBI agent,
protective world her parents have arrives on her doorstep. Late
built around her, and eager to
one night, near the woods of
seek out others of her kind. But for
all their precautions, Kaye, Mitch, her animal hospital, Frannie
and Stella have not slipped below stumbles upon a strange,
astonishing phenomenon that
the government’s radar. The
agencies fanatically devoted to
will change the course of her
segregating and controlling the
life forever: an eleven-yearnew-breed children monitor their
old girl named Max. With
every move—watching and
breathtaking energy, Max
waiting for the opportunity to
leads Frannie and Kit to
strike the next blow in their
uncover one of the most
escalating war to preserve
“humankind” at any cost.
diabolical and inhuman plots

Double Helix Orbit
As son of the Compassionate
Director of the Dominion of
the Americas, Will, along with
his twin brother Berk, has been
groomed for leadership in a
society that values genetic
fitness, but he encounters
information which causes him
to question that society as well
as his own identity.

of modern science. Bold and
compelling, When the Wind
Blows is a story of suspense
and passion as only James
Patterson could tell it.
Biopunk Dystopias Del Rey
What if living forever was a death
sentence?

Chromosome 6
Independently Published
While grieving her husband's
murder, a young Colorado
veterinarian meets a
troubled FBI agent and
begins to uncover the world's
most sinister secrets in this
thriller from James
Patterson. Frannie O'Neill is
a young and talented
veterinarian living in
Colorado. Plagued by the
mysterious murder of her
husband, Frannie throws
herself into her work, but it is
not long before another
bizarre murder occurs and
Kit Harrison, a troubled and
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